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The usual rivalries and jealousies that exist between the two teenage brothers Simo
and Emad take a dangerous turn that may seriously impact the future of their family.
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“Featuring convincing, natural performances and tight direction, the film astutely
plays off of narrative conventions to deliver an unexpectedly tender take on growing
up in an all-male immigrant family. The jury is delighted to give the IMDbPro Short
Cuts Award for Best Canadian Short to Aziz Zoromba for SIMO.” 

— Toronto International Film Festival 
 

"Winner of the TIFF Best Canadian Short Film award, SIMO, is a compelling drama
that delivers an unexpectedly tender take on growing up in an all-male immigrant
family, and solidifies director Aziz Zoromba as a true talent on the rise."

— Whistler Film Festival  

"The love and respect SIMO has for all three of its protagonists makes it a
wonderfully warm, refreshingly cliché-free, and never moralising portrayal of the
precarious liminality of a young and specifically Arab (post-) migratory experience."

— Berlinale Generation 



SIMO is a personal exploration of
teenage-hood. It is an intimate look into an
immigrant family’s resilience and the
power they hold when united. I wanted to
reconnect with the elements that defined
that period for me: music, video-games &
football — each representing alternative
outlooks on masculinity & our attachment
to our cultural heritage.  

SIMO dives into the repercussions of
growing up with the labels that coincide
with being an Arab in the West, whilst also
being a celebration of Egyptian culture,
emphasized by its all-Egyptian cast. 

DIRECTOR'S NOTE



Addressing themes of identity,
immigration and family, SIMO, above all,
reveal, with finesse and subtlety, the
communication gap that is frequently
present within intergenerational immigrant
families. Despite the fact that this story is
embodied in a surprising and also sad
reality, the surreal action that takes place
does not steal the narrative. Aziz makes a
conscious choice to avoid any form of
sensationalism and humbly remains close
to his characters, their emotions, and their
attempts to reconcile. 

We never stray from the family circle
made up of Simo, Emad, and Baba, thus
confronting the viewer with the real drama
of this story. Without ever falling into
miserabilism, and while standing out from
other stories addressing similar themes,
the film opens our eyes with sensitivity to
the reality of thousands of teenagers and
their families like Simo.

PRODUCER'S NOTE



AZIZ ZOROMBA
Writer, director

Aziz Zoromba is a Canadian writer & director of Egyptian origins. His works, documentaries

and fiction, explore the themes of cultural identity, assimilation and intergenerational

trauma. He is a graduate of the Mel Hoppenheim school of cinema and an alumni of the

2019 Sundance Ignite fellowship. 

FARAWAY (2020), his first documentary short, has screened at over 30 film festivals

around the world (Slamdance, Camerimage, RIDM). Aziz also co-produced the short

documentary NO CRYING AT THE DINNER TABLE (2019), winner of over 25 awards and

selected by over 80 festivals including TIFF, SXSW & IDFA. 

His first fictional short film SIMO (2022), won the Best Canadian Short Film Award at

TIFF, and will have its international premiere at the Sundance Film Festival and its

European premiere at the 73rd Berlinale (Generation). 



ROSALIE CHICOINE PERREAULT
Producer

After studying cultural production at UQAM and finishing a specialized graduate diploma in

management at HEC, Rosalie Chicoine Perreault began her career in cinema. In 2019, she

began working at Metafilms (Mommy, La femme de mon frère, Falcon Lake) a renowned

Montréal based production company.

She now focuses on developing her own projects as an independent producer. Rosalie

searches for projects and filmmakers with a unique vision that stand out from the current

cinematographic landscape, both in fiction and documentary. 

Amongst her most recent projects, GEOGRAPHIES OF SOLITUDE (Jacquelyn Mills,

2022), her first feature documentary, was awarded three prizes during its world premiere at

the 72nd Berlinale, in addition to winning Best Canadian Feature at Hot Docs. Her latest

short fiction film, SIMO (Aziz Zoromba, 2022), won the award for Best Canadian Short at

TIFF and will have its international premiere at Sundance and its European premiere at the

73rd Berlinale (Generation). 
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BASEL EL RAYES
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DISCOVER SIMO'S PLAYLIST
100% Egyptian rap
Curated by Aziz Zoromba

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1hWxhiqtXdszLdaePoBZYf?si=f0a37cd556744933
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1hWxhiqtXdszLdaePoBZYf?si=f0a37cd556744933
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1hWxhiqtXdszLdaePoBZYf?si=f0a37cd556744933
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1hWxhiqtXdszLdaePoBZYf?si=f0a37cd556744933
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1hWxhiqtXdszLdaePoBZYf?si=f0a37cd556744933
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1hWxhiqtXdszLdaePoBZYf?si=f0a37cd556744933
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